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On behalf of the United Nations University, let me weleome you to this

very significant oceasion eommemorating the 900th anniversary of Al-Ghaza1i. I

very much regret that a sudden and tragic event has made it impossible to

extend this welcome personally; it is my sad duty to attend tomorrow the

funeral of Olof Palme in Stoekholm.

The United Nations University takes great pride in sponsoring this

commemoration of Al-Ghazali. It should be seen as part of oltr continuing

interest in development and social transformation particularly the cultural

dimensions thereof. Our interest in the immensely important role of religion in

the modern social fabric is also manifest in various UNU programmes, most

notably our examination of the visions held by the major religions of future

desirable societies.
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We are also very glad to welcome yet another infusion into the UNU of

Japanese seholarship through the co-sponsorship of the Japanese Association for

I\{iddle Eastern Studies and the Japanese Association for Nlediterranean Studies.

It should be seen as part of our effort to enlarge our cooperation with the

Japanese scholariy and scientific community. Having established our identity as

an international institution in our first - 10 years, w€ feei that we ean now

intensify our efforts to engage Japanbse academics more closely in our work.

The -commemoration of the 900th anniversary of AI-GhazaJi is an important

event and this symposium is only one part of it. UNESCO has rnounted a

major programme to honor his contribution.

We ail know what a profound and complex impact Al-Ghazali has had on the

Islamic world. His writings have acquired a renewed relevance and significance

in the contemporary setting of the Islamic worid. Social change of

unprecedented rapidity and scale is pr:t of life in the modern wor1d. !{e all

have to live with the uncertainty and unpredictability that aceompany these

changes and the deep sense of vulnerability that they engender. l,{any peopie

have found refuge in the o1d certainties of their reiigions. This phenomenon is

not of course limited to the Istamic world. It is also found in other major

religions in one way or another, and often takes the form of greater reiigious

commitment and higher levels of religious intensity.

A very profound value shift has talien place among those in our societies

who have traditionaily been marginalized and powerless. They no longer accept

poverty and injustice as an inevitable condition of their lives. They too look

to religion as the well-spring of sociai justice and a guideline for social action.
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Development poses a challenge to the Islamic worid in particular, but also

to the third world. in general. What responses to the developmental ehallenge

are consonant both with Islamic precepts and the various distinctive cultures

within the Islamic worid? Already we can see a wide variety of responses to this

chailenge. Whatever the response however, ro olle can escape the need to

ad.dress the fundamental questions about- the meaning and purpose of society

and its structures. Even the religious structures of society often tend to

rigidify, to emphasize the formalistic or legaiistic over the transcendental. It is

the crucial role of the mystic, in each age, - to infuse religious forms with

spiritual life , to redirect our consciousness toward the transcendental. It is

abundantly and increasingly clear that human aspirntions cannot be satisfied in

the materiai sphere alone. The spiritual yearnings of the human heart call each

age to experience and interpret the truth in relation to its own realities.

Al-Ghazalirs mysticism constitutes a major point of reference in this quest of

modern i\,lusiims, and is worthy of study by l\{uslim and non-li{uslim scholars

alike.

I wish you a suecessful meeting.


